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	The most complete and up-to-date handbook on power generation from coal, this book covers all of today's new, cleaner methods for creating electricity from coal, the environmental challenges and concerns involved in its production, and developing technologies. It describes new technologies that could virtually eliminate the sulfur, nitrogen, and mercury pollutants released when coal is burned for electricity generation. In addition, the text details technologies for greenhouse gases capture from coal-fired power plants, as well as for preventing such emissions from contributing to global warming.
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Autotools: A Practioner's Guide to GNU Autoconf, Automake, and LibtoolNo Starch Press, 2010

	The GNU Autotools make it easy for developers to create software that is portable across many UNIX-like operating systems. Thousands of open source software packages use the Autotools, but the learning curve is unfortunately steep, and it can be difficult for a beginner to find anything more than basic reference material on using the powerful...
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Practical Guide to Low Voltage DirectiveNewnes, 1998
Compliance with the Low Voltage Directive (LVD) is now essential for CE marking.  Products cannot leave your firm without it.  This book provides essential and informative reading for company directors, engineers, designers and students designing, manufacturing or studying the design of electrical products covered by the Low Voltage Directive....
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The Leydig Cell in Health and Disease (Contemporary Endocrinology)Humana Press, 2007

	This book provides a comprehensive study of the Leydig cell, a fascinating and important cell type. It presents all of the developments in our understanding of Leydig cell biology and explores a wide variety of current and potential clinical applications. All aspects of Leydig cell biology, development, regulation, and physiology are explored...
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Learning with Digital Games: A Practical Guide to Engage Students in Higher EducationRoutledge, 2009
Written for Higher Education teaching and learning professionals, Learning with Digital Games provides an accessible, straightforward introduction to the field of computer game-based learning. Up to date with current trends and the changing learning needs of today’s students, this text offers friendly guidance, and is unique in...
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Quantum Mechanics of Molecular StructuresSpringer, 2013

	The world we live in is filled with molecules. Starting with oxygen and nitrogen

	in the atmosphere, water, carbon dioxide, and ammonia are all molecules. Furthermore,

	plants and animals are all composed of molecules. In the field of chemistry,

	which is regarded as science for molecules, it has been one of the most important

	and...
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DNA Computing: 12th International Meeting on DNA Computing, DNA12, Seoul, Korea, June 5-9, 2006Springer, 2007
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed postproceedings of the 11th International Workshop on DNA Based Computers, DNA11, held in London, ON, Canada, in June 2005.
The 34 revised full papers presented were carefully selected during two rounds of reviewing and improvement from an initial total of 79 submissions. The wide-ranging topics...
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